LinkCom’s TRI Series LED Drivers Combine TRIAC and 0-10V Dimming Functions
UL 8750 Class P drivers facilitate retrofit of LED lighting into circuits with TRIAC dimmers
WALNUT, CA.—September 28, 2018—LinkCom
Manufacturing, a world-class manufacturer of power
supplies and magnetic components, announces the
availability of its INCORE Brand TRI Series of LED power
supplies designed to provide a simple interface between
conventional TRIAC dimming controls and LED lighting
fixtures. Offering models with nominal ratings from 5W to
13W, the TRI Series facilitates retrofitting of LED fixtures
and lamps into circuits initially designed for incandescent
lighting. The units are compatible with both leading- and
trailing-edge 120VAC TRIAC dimmers. In addition, the TRI
Series provides 0-10 VDC dimming control for lighting
operating from 120V – 277 VAC sources.
[Click on image above to download hi-res jpeg]
Packaged in a compact IP67 compliant enclosure, the TRI Series is suitable for both indoor and outdoor
applications including track lighting, wall sconces and architectural illumination. The units provide
superior, flicker-free performance meeting JA8/JA10 qualification requirements; they feature built-in
power factor correction and short-circuit protection and are UL 8750 Class P and FCC Part 15 Class B
compliant.
Newman Chen, LinkCom’s director of North American operations, commented: “A cost-effective method
for reducing energy use is the replacement of incandescent lighting with LED fixtures providing
equivalent or better illumination at a fraction of the energy. Many such circuits employ TRIAC dimmers.
The TRI Series makes this conversion simple and cost-effective.”
For more information about the INCORE TRI Series or any of the other LinkCom LED power supplies,
visit: www.linkcomusa.com
About LinkCom Manufacturing
LinkCom, Inc., is a global source of the highest quality magnetic components and power supplies.
Founded in 1988, LinkCom has earned an industry-wide reputation for excellence by focusing on
producing high-efficiency and high-quality products and first-rate customer service. LinkCom’s advanced
manufacturing 50-acre complex in the Dongguan East Technology Industrial Area in central Guangdong
province, China, features the latest in automatic production equipment and advanced RoHS control.
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